PART 4 - Excerpts ofa 'True Story ofConuption & Murder in the LAPD':

Tile Dark Side oUlle Force-Jan Golab-Atlantic Montllly Press
Tbe following information is limited to only those factoal sitoations tbat
parallel tbe facts of exposed corruption of tbe LAPD. It is a blending of
public information expressed in tv news, newspaper articles, court
records and nonfiction publisbed documents. Sucb facts repeated in Mr.
Peeroock's parallel case are underlined for empbasis.
SYNOPSIS: The Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) long had an unmarred
reputation as 'the finest'. Then came startling revelations as only being the tip oftlle
iceberg, such as this sobering and depressing nonfiction book relates and from court
records; i.e., a shocking tale of just two LAPD officers, both:
.:. highly regarded by their colleagues and neighbors -

.:. both returned home as decorated Vietnam War heroes.:. shown to be charming, loving and caring husbands and fathers .:. were beloved for their service to the community.:. seemed to be pillars of rectitudebut who abused and betrayed their law enforcement trust, were exposed, found
guilty of murder in 1988, and are now serving life sentences, pending appeals.
Was this an isolated case? No, definitely not. It is an undetected widespread cancer.
The ferreting out of this corruption and racketeering of the city's finest is virtually
impossible. When found and brought to trial, convicting cops"'" even 'killer cops' is
difficult. A single case like tbese alone can cost the city taxpayers up to $10 million
and can stretch over a six-year time frame. Loss of trust in the fOl'ce is priceless.
Reference is made to the aforementioned 25 separate illegal acts by rogue cops
whose belief that their badges are shields of immunity. Us felt that the majority of
the force has conducted at least one illegal act during their tenure, and got away
with it. Police, and judges, both have their 'codes ofsilence l as effective roadblocks.
When an illegal act is uncovered, out comes threats - retaliation - and finaUy even
murder of our citizens to protect those who have done the act.
Bow corrupt are cops on the force? No one knows, but these two are, known
examples to have:
.:. conducted police-sponsored insurance fraud .....
•:. committed an armed robbery .....
•:. trafficked in automatic-weapons .:. established a prostitution ring .....
•:. done murder-for-hire"'"
.:. conspired to commit murder .....
•:. performed a contract killing .....
•:. and planned a sex·torture-mutilation murder.

The depth of corruption and racketeering throughout the force is a bone-chilling
horror, and it continues through the judges.
The following is based on court records:
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Part 4 - Golab
The Cover Page states that this is 'A True Story of Corruption and Murder in the LAPD',
based on 'court records'.
LAPD'g Public Relations contracted a book to be written to deceive the public into
thinking that this organized crime story only involved two cops. The judges involved
conspired to cover up that this ongoing racketeering scam involved using the judges'
"Probate Courts" to collect -- and share amone tbemselves and the LAPD detectives
who carry out the murders the money from the life insurances on the people the
detectives killed.
The judges contrQlled what is in the published cases, and conspired to keep out that
their probate courts. and judges. were pan Qfthis ongoing racketeering scam.
And instead oCtile death penalty for this ongoing racketeering scam of killing people
for their life insurances - these corrupt LAPD cops were only given life sentences. And
the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court Judge Reinhardt also recently ruled in the corrupt LAPD
Detective Ford's favor. This is while Judge Reinhardt refused to even address the
outrages-enQrmQus U.S. ConstitutiQnal and due prQcess violations and the false
imprisQnment (in viQlatiQn of "Double Jeopardy") in Appellant's case (The Peernock

case).
Ninth Circuit Judge Reinhardt (a former LAPD pQlice commissioner along with the
mentally ill, alcoholic LAPD Detective Fisk's father who was also a LAPD
commissioner) and Reinhardt's buddy Ninth Circuit Court judges have refused tQ
address this ongoing racketeering by Fisk. his buddy detedives and judges.
Page 3 discusses a dumbfounded Chief Gates replaying portiQns Qfa tape Qver and Qver,
nQt believing that he was hearing Qne Qf'his' guys raving like a wild man about burglary,
capering, murder for hire, kidnapping, raping. tQrturing a woman to appear tQ be a sex
crime, "knifing Riggers", "dQing whores", fragging commanding officers, committing
atrocities in Viet-nam, and how being a "super cop" was the "perfect cover".
This was 8 years before the infamous videotape of the March 1991 Rodney King beating
that would gain worldwide anention with profQund impact on the LAPD. The resultant
Christopher Commission, with its report of widespread racism and a "culture of
brutality" in the LAPD serving as a formal indictment, and causing Chief Gates earlv
retirement. The trial's verdict would ignite the worst race riots in U.S. history.
The perfect cover to commit murders and frame others is a LAPD detective. [ntemal
Affairs has been Qrganized with the maio purpose of covering-up murders, corruption
and scams by their cops. With all the LAPD's bragging about their enormous
investigative capability to investigae and prosecute any citizen, Gates claimed the LAPD
was completely ignorant of the fact that his detectives were committing robberies,
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contract murders, insurance fraud, and framing innocent people while collecting tbe
insurances 00 the people the detectives killed with impunity for many years. Gates also
claimed ignorance ofFord's and Von Villas' buddy detectives, such as Detective Fisk,
who were part of this murderliosurance fraud &roup. and who had a history of killing
people (which was always covered-up by LA.) and who was being treated for mental
illness and alcoholism. and who was another efL.A.' finest.
Page 4 describes two decorated war heroes having served 13 and 14 impeccable years
with the LAPD. Their records showed uncommon devotion to duty and public service.
Their combined stack of commendations lay inches thick. Truly two of L.A. 's finest,
and ... cold-blooded killers as weD. That these many years of working selflessly to
protect and serve had been nothing but a ruse? This was what was to be a startling
insight into the LAPD.
How could this happen? The D.A. told the jury 5 years later that this case represents
"every citizen's worst nightmare."
For over 15 years Ford, Von Villas and their buddies Fisk and other detectives
committed murders. set up innocent people. while repeatedly being rewarded with
commendations. While the LAPD concentrated on their propaganda campaign claiming
their police force was the nation's cleanest, their detectives were committing murdersfor-profit by collecting life insurances on the people they killed. Any citizen
complaining to Internal Affairs about murders and other crimes by the Police were
themselves then tar"&eted for harassment. murder Qr set-up Qn false charges. Gates and
former LAPD Chiefs had set up a full-proof system to cover-up crimes by cops. and
when their cover-up system broke down. Gates and the other Chiefs claimed they were
too stupid to know what was going on and had no investigative capability.
The LAPD: super investigators against citizens. but completely incompetent in
investigating their own cops. Detectives Ford and Von Villas could openly brag about
their murders, torture and many criminal acts with complete confidence and without
fear that the LAPD would expose them. It took a private citizen and an outside agency.

the FBI. to stop Ford and Von Villas from continuing their killings. but the LAPD
circled their wagons and stopped the exposure of Fisk. and other detectives. carrying
out the same type murder - insurance fraud scbemes that Ford and Von Villas engaged
in. And Fisk,. like Ford and Von Villas. could openly brag to writer Joe Domonick in
"To Protect And To Serve" that he could destroy any man's family and get all the

back-up he needed.
Page 5 described ChiefParker's establishing a fail-safe system to preclude wholesale
corruption that mars many other big-city police departments. But Parker was a realist
and understood that the corruption of some individuals was inevitable.
There were other recent scandals that made headlines. "Hollywood Burglars" ~ a gang
of patrol officers, were caught stealing movies from video stores after tripping the
burglar alarms. A couple of cops were involved in sexual trysts with female Explorer
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Scouts. The "Jay Paul Affair" concerned a "red squad" of cops who'd been compiling
intelligence data on suspected "subversives"
Cops would always be involved in sbootings that would have to be scrutinized, but no
LAPD cop had ever been charged with premeditated murder - not for the full I07-year
history ofLAPD, for you couldn't rmd a "kiUer cop" in L.A. The movies and television
series' rarely dared to show at the end of an episode: the good guy - the cop - turns out
to be the killer.
Even with Ford and Von Villas committing murders and robberies under the nose of
Gates and the LAPD. and with alcoholic, mentally ill Detective Fisk being placed in
mental illness retirement while the LAPD covered-up his many murders, the
propaganda campaign to portray the LArD as the nation's finest continued.
The intelligence squad uRed Squad" spied on politicians and judges so they could use
blackmail and gel them to cover-up for corruption by LAPD officers.
Page 6 entails Chief Gates and his autobiography, 'Cbier. He added to what was
discussed about the LAPD bungling and cover-ups in the Marilyn Monroe and Bobby
Kennedy investigations, how blacks don't respond to choke holds like "nonnal" folk,
how casual drug dealers ougbt to be sbot, his son's drug addiction, and spilling his guts
about Rodney King.
However, Chief Gates would not reflect on the biggest investigation in the history of
LAPD's Lnteroal Affairs Division. And not mentioning the unmentionable: LA.'s
"killer cops", it was the case he would choose to forget. Who would have thought that a
troubled auto mechanic, A Vietnam vet, could uncover the worst case of corruption
and criminality in the bistory of the LAPD?
This book attempts to ignore and/or to minimize the policy of the LAPD to cover-up
murders and scams perpetuated on citizens by LAPD cops. While Ford and Von Villas
were exposed by a citizen with the help of the FBI. Fisk and his gang of detectives
continued their murder-insurance fraud scbemes with complete impunity of exposure
bytheLAPD.
The following Dages of the book "The Dark Side of the CLAPD) Force" documents the
murder-insurance fraud schemes that Fisk's LAPD detective buddies. Ford and Von
Villas. engaged in. This is a typical scam by LAPD detectives. probate judges. etc; i.e..
the scam that Fisk engaged in to frame appellate (Peemock) so they could collect on
over 20 life policies that his accomplice Nelson took out and was keeping in bis mes.
Fisk's and Doom's scbeme was to frame appellant so they could also steal everything
appellant owned in retaliation for exposing their racketeering and corruption schemes.
Page 184 picks up the news conference held by Chief Gates after hours of stewing over
the tapes of Adams and Ford's conversation in the wired van. He explained that two
veteran police officers, Detective Richard Ford, age 43, and Officer Robert Von
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Villas, 38, along with Chatsworth auto shop owner, "Bruce Adams, 35, were arrested early
that morning for plotting to kill a San Fernando Valley woman in order to collect on
a $100,000 insurance policy. As two of them waited outside a club where she was
working. "She was about three minutes away from being murdered," Gates said.
LAPD Detective Fisk, though, was successful in killing Oaire ParRack and collecting
the life insurances and sharing the money with the racketeering judges and their
fonner law clerk, Doom.
On Saturday. the headlines read "Policemen Arrested in Murder Plot" and "2 LAPD
Officers Held in Plot to Kill Woman." Initial reports stated that the $100,000 in
insurance money was earmarked to bankroll a suspected gun-running operation
that was being investigated by federal agents.

Page 185:The Daily News ran a sidebar on Ford titled "Arrested Officer Has
Distinguished Record", and stated: "Throughout the LAPD, officers reacted in
stunned belief." One former officer called Ford" a helluva policeman." The LAPD
spokesman stated that there had never been a case like this to hit the police force. The
Devonshire captain said that everyone in his division was 'just kind of numb'.
For the next 6 years, despite what seemed to be overwhelming evidence. the prosecutor
faced a challenging case. The defendants maintained their innocence to the end with
mends standing fast in their public support. Ultimately. Ford and Von villas would

present a troubling yet plausible defense. What appeared to be a trnu bling yet plausible
case would take on more twists and turns than a corkscrew roUer-coaster.
During the first weeks after the arrests. Deputy D.A Robert Jorgensen told reporters that
Ford and Von Villas "methodically planned to drug and torture their victim to make
her death to appear to be a sex murder." The public heard about nylon cords,
daggers, ski masks, drugs, possible robberies, and a prostitution ring. A headline
blared: "2 Officers Reportedly Bragged of Earlier Murder." Ford and Von Villas
soon became known as L.A.'s killer cops.
Killing people for money is a common practice covered-up by the LAPD. Officer
Leasure, whose wife is a Prosecutor. was another LAPD cop convicted of contract
killings. Foothill cop Fisk was forced into mental iUness retirement after many of his
murders. After the lAD covered-up the murders. Fisk was rehired.
Page 186 reveals one of many insurance scams. Allstate insurance agent Ray Ossenkop
explained that Von Villas was able to take out a $100,000 life insurance policy on
Loguercio by saying it was needed so he could get a loan to save her house from
foreclosure. The policy went into effect a month before the attempted murder, and the
loan never materialized. Von Villas had offered to pay the entire $680. annual premiumthe agent never having met Loguercio stating "I ran everything to Van Villas, as he did

all the legwork."
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This is the same scam that Foothill Detective Fisk, Doom. and Nelson were engaged in.
And immediately after the murder by Fisk's informant. by Fisk's office. Fisk phoned
Nelson to send the life policies to Doom. so they could coiled.
Three hours oftaped conversations - the "van tapes" - were turned over to defense
attorneys. It was then reported that Ford and Von Villas would be charged with the
robbery of a Northridge jewelry store of gems valued between $100,000 and
$200,000, later reported to be as high as $240,000.
LAPD cops committing robberies is common practice while the LAPD claims it never
happens.
Page 203: The People vs. Richard Forti and Robert Von Villas would eventually cost
the taxpayers between eigbt and ten million dollars due to a grab-bag assortment of
delays and continuances, a nine-month preliminary hearing. more continuances and
evidentiary hearings, followed by two dramatic nine-month-long trials. It ran for six
years after their arrests, and held a lot of surprises.

U.S. Circuit Judge Reinhardt, who was a former LAPD Commissioner and whose
wife as Director of the ACLU in Los Angeles does not assist people framed by the
LAPD. Reinhardt. who was a close friend of Fisk's father who was also a LAPD
Commissioner. recently ruled in Ford's favor.
Reinhardt and his buddy Circuit Judges. thoue.h. refused to address the "outrageous"
Constitutional violations to iUegaUv imprison Mr. Peernock for "blowing the whistle"
on their ongoing corruption and racketeering by the LAPD and State Officials.
Von Villas may have tried to set up a former business partner the same way he did
Loguen:io. Von Villas had invested $20,000 in a tile business with a man named
Edward Ricky Summers and had obtained a life insurance policy on Summers to
pl'otect his investment. Summers told authorities that after the business folded, Von
Villas maintained the policy, and Summers heard of a plot on his life. Von Villas
also told Summers that it was "easy to make a person ioto an accideot."
Fisk's and attorney Doom's personal friend and accomplice. Nelson. kept in his files a
large number of life insurance policies on Mrs. Claire Peemock. althoueh Claire 00
longer worked for Nelson and there was no logical reason for Nelson to be keeping
these life policies on Claire.
Immediately after returning to his office, after the murder of Claire by Dozier close to
Fisk's office. Fisk phoned Nelson and told him to send the life insurance policies to
Doom (fisk's former co-worker) so they CQuid collect the insurances.
This was the same type scam that Fisk's buddy detectives, Ford and Von Villas were
convicted of.
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Prosecution had introduced incriminating infonnation received from jailhouse
informants; i.e., both Ford and Von Villas expressed interest in having each other kiUed,
that Von Villas offered $30,000 to assassinate Bruce Adams or kidnap his son to keep
him from testifYing. They were both trying to arrange Adam's demise via instructions
being relayed through their wives.
Page 126: Joan Loguercio was a good friend of Bob Von Villas. His connections in the
valley were so good he could get the lowdown on anybody. And he never hesitated to
use police fdes. Joan discussed her personal financial problems with him to keep her
from having to enter into prostitution to ease her situation.
Von Villas claimed he tried to get her a loan on her house., but was refused. He arranged
to buy her house outright, then put it back in her name, which took a month. He
then suggested that they get a joint mortgage insurance policy for $100,000. That way,
if anything happened to either of them, house payments would be taken care of and her
kids would be secure. Bob thought of everything. All she had to do was take a medical
exam and sign the papers. This she did.
Von Villas. Ford. Fisk. Doom. Judge Schwab and their NVC Judges engaged in "all
kinds" of racketeering schemes to steal people's houses. Then Doom. Judge Schwab's
law clerk. used her real estate company that thev set up to launder the houses
Schwab and the cornlpt LAPD detectives stole from the people they targeted.
Page 145: A scheduled murder by Ford and Von Villas. Bruce Adams phoned ATF
Agent Otto, "They're going to kill her tonight. I'm supposed to go with them. Me
and Ford. We're picking her up when she gets off work."
When Adams arrived at the ATF VaJley Offices at the Van Nuys Federal Building,
Otto checked the wire Adams had been wearing. Adams explained that he confronted
Von Villas about JoanL.oguercio. "What's this Dr. Anderson shit? You guys are
getting sloppy. That Dr. Anderson routine is getting old." Adams told VOIl Villas that
he'd talked to the girl, that she was scared - and ready to cancel the insurance policy.
When Ford arrived, they copped the whole plot. Von Villas lold Adams he'd pay him
$12,500 if he'd help them get Loguercio tonight. You're the only one she trusts. Von
Villas emphasized, "But she's got to be dead tonight", worried she'd cancel it.
If the feds didn't get involved. Ford and Von Villas, like Steve Fisk. WQuid still be
killing people and framing innocent people.

Page 160: The Set-up. '~ow," Ford continued, "well hold her head back and give
her this Tuian). Two should knock her down. or four should make her a blob." "It
should be obvious to the police what happened. A sex fiend doped Iter up, tortured her,
and killed her. It'll take 30 minutes to work." "She made a date with somebody tonight.
He screwed her, beat her up, killed her and dumped ber body in a Hollywood alley.
The whole thing is supposed to look like a sex crime!'
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LAPD Detective Ford plotted to kill a woman and frame someone else for his crime
without any fear of being investie:ated by the LAPD. Ford also bragged about his
previous killings. which was ignored and covered-up by the LAPD. Also ignored was
Ford's buddy. mentally ill Foothill Detective Fisk carrying out the same murderinsurance fraud schemes with his fonner co-worker Doom.
Ford offered, "I'm so far in debt, I've got bills coming out of bins. That's in this caper.
The next caper is going to be in august. I'm going after those diamonds at the Jewelry
Mart." Adams rep~ed, "I thought that was dead." Ford said, '11 was. I'm going to rebirth
it." Adams asked. All three of us are going in - you, me, Von Villas, all right?"
Ford paused, "OK, Von Villas is a good con man, a good bullshit artist, and I think he'll
hold up his weight, but I'm nervous about my back." "I'll take care of that," Adams
repued. Ford said, "With you in on this, it's going to make it perfect -like the Mafialike small organized crime."
Ford continued to talk about spitting out plans for future beists. plotting all the details:
entry, knocking out power sources, getaway vehicles, weapons, fencing. For one
operation, he planned to cut tbrough tbe roof of a jewelry store, and use the jaws-oflife to open the safe.
While Ford babbled on, Adams turned south ou 405. As he passed the Devonshire Street
exit, he gazed ofT to his rigbt and took in the huge compound and grounds of the
Sepulveda V.A. where he had met Richard Ford. "Been capering alone for years. but
you're limited in what you can do. As far as killing assholes, pn just do it for kicks.
Instead of being depressed, I go down south and shoot niggers. It's fun - but I'd rather
get paid for it. Anyway, on the broad, I don't think she's going to be any difficulty at all
once T gel her hooked."
LAPD detectives plotting to kill a woman so they could collect on the life insurance
and plotting to frame an innocent person was the same scam that Ford's and Von Villas'
buddy detective Fisk used to kill Claire Peernock and frame the husband so they could
collect the insurances they took out on her.
Ford recruited his neht hand man, Adams. at the Sepulveda V.A. Hospital. Fisk also
recruited his deht hand man. Dozier. from the Sepulveda V.A. Hospital. Although
felon Dozier had an extensive history of assaults on women and arrests for other
crimes. Dozier was a Police infonnant and enforcer against people targeted for
retaliation by the detectives and was set up with a job at the V.A. Hospital so he could
push drugs for the police. Ford had his right hand man Adams, and Fisk had his right
band man Dozier.
Page 165: Ford began to go over plans for how they would kill Loguercio. "When she
get there, take a quick look behind you and just push that bitch in and I'll snatch
her by the head and drag her in and you follow me and close the door behind you.
tie her up. hop behind the wheel, and ofT we go into the sunset. But either way, she's
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gOl to go tonight!" Ford lit a Marlboro. "I've got too far in the hole, and I need the
money. Twelve grand will make it better. It won't make it right, but better."
Page 166: "The body's got to be found," said Ford. "It's got to be identified. The
insurance company will probably take 30-60 days, so we got some time, we got to
hang on."
The state of mind of the LAPD was to elorify cops who were very obviously kiUine-,
brutalizing, and robbing people. The LAPD John Wayne mentality, with their code of
silence to protect and cover-up was the perfect cover for corrupt and psychopath cops.
This created the perfect environment for cops to commit any and aU crimes with the full
assurance that they would not be exposed by other cops. While the LAPD claims they
have great investigative capability to solve crimes by the private citizen, when it comes
to corrupt cops the LAPD and their chiefs always claim they are incompetent, and can
find no cOffilptiQn. Private citizens. while under tremendous fear ofretaliation by the
LAPD. are left to expose canupt cops while all bases are covered by the LAPD and their
Internal Affairs to block the exposures. Private citizens who attempt to expose LAPD
conuption are threatened with death. killed, or prosecuted and imprisoned on false
charges.
Page 105: How Adams was hooked by Von Villas and Ford. The two erstwhile wise
guys cruised Hollywood with Adams on many nights producing the same results - zip
city as far as his recruitment using side-splitting enlertainment. First, Von Villas was
most impressive with his intrepid hustling, and he bewiJdered Adams with his blizzard of
bullshit, using 150 angles all tbe time - trading on the commodities market, developing
real estate, hawking diamonds and stereos from the trunk of his car, plotting various
insurance scams, selling interests in bogus trust deeds to police widows, setting up an
escort service, and hustling hookers on the street. And all the while maintaining his
impeccable bearing and image as an LAPD supercop. Officer Bob.
By now, Richard Ford had become the security man in this new partnership. Having
once been an undercover vice cop, Ford had a solid knowledge of the law regarding
solicitation. His job in their starting a new escort service was to make sure the girls knew
how to avoid entrapment.
Page 123: Ford and Von Villas had muscled their way into a partnership with Adams in
Bruce's auto body shop. He tried to buy them out, giving Von Villas $2,500, who kept
the money and denied ever receiving it.
Von Villas then instructed Adams to drive down to the EI Taro marine base in Orange
County to pick up a weapons shipment from a Latin male near the base.
He would receive a case of CS grenades, a case of smoke grenades, an M79 grenade
launcher, two bandoliers of M79 white phosphorus rounds, and two bandoliers of
M79 high-explosive rounds. Adams refused. Von Villas became enraged. "lfyou don't
pick up those weapons, I'll have you killed."
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Adams knew he was now in deep trouble. if they had suspicion that he'd gone to the
LAPD, he'd he kiUed. Adams was also convinced that the LAPD would treat him like
a raving maniac if he told a story of extracurricular activities of two of L.A.'s finest.
He had to do something - maybe just disappear.
The LAPD, with their corrupt Judges and Prosecutors, used their bribed newspaper
writers to "lie" to the public in their ongoing propaganda campaign to deceive the
public and cover up crimes committed by their corrupt cops - "L.A.'s finest."
And Judges, such as the U.S. Ninth Circuit Judges. cover up for the corrupt LAPD and
their corrupt 4A. Judges framing innocent citizens. and stealing and sharing
everything they own.
Page 133: "Are you from the ATF?" Bruce whispered. Bruce was a basket case of fear.
The two feds started by trying to get Bruce to relax. Agent Oddo sized him up as being
for-real while he observed Adams selecting the restaurant seats, smoking incessantly,
trying to keep his hands steady, spilling ice water often on the table and himself, and
seeing a black-and-white cruise by exclaimed that «That's them!" Bruce finally calmed
enough to say, "I've got a couple of bad actors that are L.A. cops." "So why are you
coming to us?" Oddo asked.. "LAPD has an internal affairs division." That jolted
Bruce out of his seat, gripping and shaking the table. "No, No!" he cried. They told me
if I went to lAD tbey bad their books in there and they'd know about it in minutes,
and ooce they found out I'd be pusbin' lip daisies."
A person exposin& LAPD cops engaging in insurance fraud. murders. gun running or
robberies, would be killed or set-up and imprisoned on false charges.
Page 134: Oddo said, "OK, you have good reason for not going to lAD, but why us?"
Bruce launched into a tale of a trip he'd taken with an LAPD detective to purchase
some machine guns. Yeah. that feU under the baliwick of ATF. Agents Oddo and
Fontana were now interested. Bruce's story spilled out in a rush - insurance fraud,
crazy stuff about running hookers from an auto shop, stolen vehicles, loose
diamonds, confidence scams, armed robbery and murder-for-hire.
As Bruce told it, he had a couple of business partners who were L.A. cops. Respeded,

beloved, award-winning LAPD veterans, regular pillars of the community. And they
were killing people and doing just about everything else under the sun that was
illegal. And if Bruce went to the LAPD as a snitch, he'd be killed. But he had to talk.
Oddo, in his early 30s, had been with ATF for 8 years, but started out as a Chicago cop,
so he was familiar enough with police corruption. Fontana, 10 years older and hailed
from Detroit, had also encountered his share of rogue cops. But never in Los Angeles.
They knew the LAPD had a reputation for being the cleanest police department in
the United States. "When I was in the police academy. all we saw were films from the
LAPD," Oddo recalled. "They never had any kind of continual record of police
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corruption - unlike some cities back east. I was under the impression they ran a pretty
clean house. So they just knew that Bruce's story couldn't be kosher. Impossible. Despite
the widespread public perception that "it happened all tbe time," no LAPD cop had

ever been nailed for murder. And Bruce bad only been in town for 3 months. Can't be!
Still, Oddo couldn't shake that gnawing feeling in his gut. Bruce not only made the call,
but went one step further and met them, which most informants don't.
The U.S. Justice Deoartment has repeatedly looked the other way. besides their
deliberate cover-ups for the organized crime by corrupt LAPD detectives. And even
after this exposure by a private citizen while doing their job the Justice Department
was supposed to do the Justice Department looked the other way and turned over the
investigation and prosecution to the LAPD.
The LAPD Internal Affairs was organized in-part to cover-up murders and corruption
by cops. So the LAPD then launched into their propaganda campaign to 'lie' and
'deceive' the public by falsely claiming that 'only' these two detectives were involved in
this ongoing racketeeringand murder schemes and covered up that Judges and many
other detectives were involved.
Page 189: L.A. 's "kiUer Cops" want to make bail.
Angered by one of the defense attorney's characterization of the defendants as "decorated
Vietnam veterans wbo bad served their country in war and their community as police
officers," Prosecutor Robert Jorgensen read from the 'van' transcript "Good old
Detective Ford, loved by one and all. Nice guy all around. Best cover in the world is
when everybody thinks you're a nice guy. Everybody thinks you're a sweetheart.
Meanwhile, you ought to see my victims, kid. They think the sun rises and sets on
my ass." Through the California judicial system, L.A.'s "killer cops" never would

make bail.
The U.S. Ninth Circuit Judge Reinhardt (a former LAPD Commissioner) - whose
wife contois the L.A. ACLU ruled in favor of corrupt LAPD "killer cop" Ford. This
is "while refusing to address the ongoing organized crime by the LAPD cops and L.A.
Judges for framing innocent people targeted for exposing; this organized crime - such
as in tbe Peernock case.
Page 355: Popular opinion had Ford and Von Villas as the ringleaders of a large
gang of rogue Valley cops who were operating like 'Murder Incorporated'. An
alleged Brit killer named Harvey Raider who lived in the valley and was a partner in a
Valley auto shop that served as a front for an international smuggling operation was
suspected of being responsible for the disappearance of an entire Valley family, the
Solomons. There were concerns of connections to William Leasure, an L.A. traffic cop
who was indicted for murder and yacht theft, since Lillian Ford became friends with
Leasure's wife, Betsy Mogul.
Contract murders by LArD cops continue while the LAPD Chiefs pretend it doesn't
exist. LAPD Cop Leasure was also convicted of carrying out contract murders.
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Leasure's wife, Betsy Mogul. was a Prosecutor while her husband was committing
murders and thefts. Both Harvey Raider, and William Leasure were connected with
Ford and Von ViUas in performing contract hits, and also in buying and selling illegal
weapons.
Page 66: Ford and Adams were driving to Colorado and had car trouble, clutch, in Utah.
Ford got assistance from the Payson Police. Later, on the road again, Adams said, "You
boys in blue really take care of your own. Its like being in a fraternity. Ford laughed.
"That's right. law enforcement is tbe best fraternity there is. Whenever you're in a
jam, you flash your shield and your brothers take care of you."
Soon Ford dropped his bomb, telling Adams the real purpose of their expedition was the
purchase of some automatic weapons. Adams had been a weapons expert in Vietnam and
Ford wanted him to inspect the goods. "We need the guns for a robbery at a jewelry
show at the Century Plaza Hotel. Pve got a partner, another cop, also a Vietnam vet.
He'll be the inside man. The take will be close to two million dollars - the biggest
caper ever pulled in L.A.
While pretending to protect the public. LAPD Cops Steve Fisk. Ford and Von Villas
were committing armed robberies and selling automatic weapons, and the LAPD
Internal Affairs was covering-up crimes by the LAPD against the public.
Page 67: "Proceeds from this heist is how we're goona open tbe auto shop.
We need a guy like you, Bruce. And if you open your mouth about this to anybody,
you're dead."
Estes Park was just outside ofBoulder. They met a male Caucasian, about 45. five feet
nine, 170 pounds, reddish brown hair and beard, and a handlebar mustache.
Called himself Steve, figgered to be a bush vet or mercenary. Adams recognized a lOSmm howitzer ammunition crate. Inside were six Mac-l0 machine guns - fully
automatic, with silencel's and loaded 30-round ammo clips. Each was equipped with a
selector which converted it to fire as either an automatic or semiautomatic.
With Adams' OK Ford paid about $5,000 in cash from under his jacket. The crate of
Mac-lOs was loaded into Bruce's Datsun. The whole exchange was smooth and
businesslike. lasting only 10 minutes.
While internal Affairs covered-up for Steve Fisk's many murders and his many scams.
such as running a protection racket. Fisk was put into a mental illness retirement.
While being treated for mental illness and alcoholism. Fisk. Ford and Von Villas were
Buying and selling illegal automatic machine guns and explosives, besides operating
their company. "Murder Incorporated."
LAPD Foothill Division Cop Steve Fisk was a known alcoholic who had severe mental
illness and was put on mental disability while .Internal Affairs covered up for his
repe:tted murders. Fisk was brought out of this retirement to frame Robert Peeroock.

II

Fisk's informant (felon Dozier) carried out the murder bv Fisk's office. Fisk had made
up the stOry to frame Mr. Peernock months before - in retaliation for exposing their
organized crime - and based it on a "note" that Peernock wrote 8 months earlier to
remember to take his face mask for his breathing machine on a vacation at Christmas
time.
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